
Caught out: by a fielder before the ball touches the floor.
Stumped out: by a fielder at the base the batter is running to.
Run out: meaning the batter has run to a base where another batter is standing.
Running inside the bases.

One rounder for hitting the ball and running to base four without stopping.
Half a rounder for hitting the ball and running to base number two without stopping.
Half a rounder for not hitting the ball and running to base four without stopping.
Half a rounder for two consecutive ‘no balls’ from the bowler.
Half a rounder for obstruction. E.g. if a fielder is standing in the path of a batter

Scoring:



 
Progression of 

Skills Ladder

Ball Skills 
Games  

Fundamentals 

Year 
3

Year 
4

Year 
5

Striking and Fielding throwing over and
underarm.

Throwing 
Develop coordination 
and technique when hands with some

coordination and
technique.

Catching
Catch with two 

Use overarm and
underarm throwing in

game situations.

Throwing 
Catch with some

consistency in game
situations.

Catching

some consistency.

Striking 
Develop striking 
a ball with their 

hand and
equipment with 

fielding team.

Fielding 
Understand that 

there are different 
roles within a

a bowled ball using
different equipment.

Striking 
Begin to strike 

a two-handed pick up
and long and short

barriers.

Fielding 
Explore bowling and

fielding skills to include 

Year 
2

Develop batting
technique consistent
with the rules of the

game.

Striking 

of the game.

Fielding 
Develop bowling with some
consistency, abiding by the

rules 

Use overarm and
underarm throwing with
increased consistency in

game situations.

Throwing 
Beginning to catch with
one and two hands with

some consistency in
game situations.

Catching

Explore defensive
and driving hitting

techniques and
directional batting.

Striking 

apply long and short
barriers appropriate to the

situation.

Fielding 
Develop over and
underarm bowling

technique. Select and 

under pressure.

Throwing 
Demonstrate 

clear technique
 when using a 

variety of throws 
in game situations.

Catching
Explore catching 
skills (close/deep 

and wicket keeping) and apply
these with some consistency 

Sending and Receiving   


